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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel incremental and
decremental learning method for the least-squares support vector
machine (LS-SVM). The goal is to adapt a pre-trained model to
changes in the training dataset, without retraining the model on
all the data, where the changes can include addition and deletion
of data samples. We propose a provably exact method where
the updated model is exactly the same as a model trained from
scratch using the entire (updated) training dataset. Our proposed
method only requires access to the updated data samples, the
previous model parameters, and a unique, fixed-size matrix that
quantifies the effect of the previous training dataset. Our approach can significantly reduce the storage requirement of model
updating, preserve the privacy of unchanged training samples
without loss of model accuracy, and enhance the computational
efficiency. Experiments on real-world image dataset validate the
effectiveness of our proposed method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) models in image/vision applications
usually need to be trained with a large amount of data. In
many practical scenarios of tactical coalitions, the samples in
the training dataset can change over time, due to the addition
of new data samples (e.g., those that have been collected and
labeled recently) and removal of existing data samples (e.g.,
those that are too noisy or incorrectly labeled). Retraining the
model from scratch every time when there is a change in the
training dataset is too time-consuming. It is more efficient
to update the model by including or excluding the influence
of specific data samples, which is known as incremental and
decremental learning.
Least-squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) has been
broadly applied in various ML tasks and image/vision applications [2]–[4]. The benefit of LS-SVM is that there exists an
analytical solution to the optimal model parameters for a given
training dataset. However, it is still computationally intensive
to recompute the model parameters on the entire dataset when
only a few samples in the dataset change.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach that uses analytical expressions to exactly update the LS-SVM model using
the added and deleted data samples only. Our approach utilizes
an auxiliary matrix that is defined to capture some essential
information in the previous training dataset, which has a much
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smaller size than the original dataset and does not grow with
the size of the dataset. The updated model is provably the
same as a model trained on the entire dataset. Hence, the
proposed model updating process is much faster and requires
less storage than retraining the model from scratch while
retaining the same model accuracy. In addition, because our
model updating algorithm does not require knowledge of those
raw data samples that remain unchanged (i.e., not added or
deleted), it preserves the privacy of unchanged data samples
in a distributed system setting.
II. L EAST S QUARES S UPPORT V ECTOR M ACHINE
The goal of LS-SVM is to learn a model that assigns the
correct label to a data sample with respect to minimizing
the squared error in the assigned labels. Formally, it learns
a function f : RM → R which maps each data sample x to a
label y with the optimal classifier [5]:
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where N is the number of data samples, xn ∈ RM represents
the n-th data sample, M is the dimension of each data
sample. The vector w ∈ RM represents a possible model
and w∗ is the optimal model that satisfies (1). For a training
dataset containing N samples, we define an M × N matrix
X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ] and a vector y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ].
~ i ) is a kernel function that maps the original
The function φ(x
data xi into a (possibly) higher-dimensional space (with J
dimensions) for linearly separating the data samples [5]. We
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objective function in (1) has an optimal solution given by [5]:
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where Ik denotes the identity matrix of size k (for given k).
III. P ROPOSED M ODEL U PDATING A PPROACH
We present our proposed exact incremental and decremental
learning approach as follows. We first consider the general
case where we need to update the LS-SVM model by adding
Na data samples (Xa , ya ) to the training dataset and removing
Nr data samples (Xr , yr ) from the training dataset at the same
time. Our main result is in Theorem 1, according to which we
can update the model exactly without the need of accessing
the unchanged data samples.
Theorem 1. For a given model
w = Φ[ΦT Φ + ρIN ]−1 y
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Fig. 1. Experimentation results: (a) model accuracy when incrementally
adding each group of data; (b) model accuracy after removing different
percentages of incorrectly-labeled training data; (c) total time for model
update/retraining; (d) storage requirement.

and auxiliary matrix
C = Φ[ΦT Φ + ρIN ]−1 ΦT ,

(4)

when adding new training data (Xa , ya ) and removing existing training data (Xr , yr ), we can compute the new values
of w and C using
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wnew = w + (C − IJ )Φc ρI − Φ0T
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where we define Φc = (Φa , Φr ), Φ0c = (Φa , −Φr ), and
yc = (ya , −yr ).
IV. E XPERIMENTATION R ESULTS
The performance of our proposed model updating method is
evaluated using experiments on MNIST dataset [6]. We train
an LS-SVM to classify even vs. odd digits.
We first consider the incremental learning process where we
separate the training data into five groups according to their
labels (digits in the MNIST dataset), i.e., 0&1, 2&3, 4&5,
6&7 and 8&9. The initial model is trained with digits 0 and
1. We sequentially add each group of data to update the model
using our proposed approach, to evaluate the scenario where
data in different subcategories are added over time. The model
accuracy is evaluated on the entire MNIST test dataset which
includes all the digits. From Fig. 1(a), we observe that the
model accuracy generally increases after adding a new group
of data, which shows that our method does not forget the
previously learned knowledge. The minor decrease of accuracy
after adding digits 4 and 5 is due to different similarities
between unlearned digits and learned digits.
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed decremental
learning method, we assign 50% of the original training data

with randomly assigned erroneous labels based on which
we train an initial model. Then, we update the model by
gradually removing the incorrectly-labeled training data. From
Figure 1(b), we observe that the accuracy increases as more
incorrectly-labeled training data samples are removed.
We then compare the time needed for incremental learning
(for one batch with a given size) with the time needed in the
baseline approach that retrains the model from scratch. All the
time measurements are collected on a MacBook Pro with 2.6
GHz Intel Core i7, 32 GB memory. We use a given amount
(up to 55, 000) of training samples to train the original model.
Then, we incrementally update the model with a given batch
size of new data chosen from the remaining 5, 000 training
samples in the MNIST dataset. Note that the computational
complexity of incremental and decremental model update is
the same, so we only focus on incremental update here. For
the baseline approach, we consider a batch size of 10 new
data samples. The results are shown in Fig. 1(c), where we
see that our proposed approach significantly outperforms the
baseline in most cases (note the logarithmic scale in the yaxis), confirming the benefit of our approach.
The baseline approach needs to store all the data used to
train the original model, in order to retrain from scratch. This
is in contrast to our approach which only needs to store the
vector w and matrix C, which significantly reduces the storage
requirement, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
V. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a model updating process for LS-SVM.
By leveraging a unique auxiliary matrix, the proposed approach can update the model incrementally or decrementally
without direct access to the previous training data. Our proposed method can achieve exact model updating while protecting the privacy of non-updated training data. The effectiveness
of our approach has been confirmed through experiments.
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